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About This Game
The town of Deadwood is being terrorized by the ghost of a murderous outlaw in Ghost Encounters: Deadwood - The
Collector's Edition!
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this is actually not a bad hidden object and puzzle game but it needs some fixes and improvements. clue system not working the
way t's supposed to be, sometimes clicking not working hidden objects and there is no map. cartoony graphics looks great and
story is not bad one but expert mode very confusing because of these problems. i suggest to you play only custom mode.. Before
I get too far into a review, this game is a perfect example of why we should have a neutral option for recommendations. I more
or less enjoyed it, but it has plenty of drawbacks that some people might consider deal breakers. It wasnt bad, but it wasnt great
either. If it sounds interesting, grab it on a discount, but I wouldnt pay full price. The game is very buggy. For me, nothing was
voiced until I clicked the characters a second time, and then the voice audio would ignore all volume settings. Not game
breaking, but very annoying. Clicking objects in the puzzles wasnt an exact science either. You had to click them just right to
get it to register that you found the item, and more than once I sat there spam clicking an object until the game registered that I
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found it. Story wasnt too bad, but it was pretty predictable. I wont spoil it, but I figured out the "twist" pretty early on. Was a bit
hard for me to feel involved in the story, but it was interesting enough for me to want to finish the game and see the ending.
Puzzles were pretty easy and repeated a couple times. In the end, the game is a very basic hidden object game with its fair share
of bugs. It isnt terrible, but it certainly isnt that great. It was a nice, short, relaxing playthrough though. Decent grab if you catch
it on discount or find it in a bundle.. What an enjoyable game! Harder than many of the big developer's hidden object games. I
don't know why it's called a "Collector's Edition," and if I had paid more I would have been upset by the lack of anything
"collector edition" related. No bonus play, no strategy guide, no map, no collectibles, no achievements. so don't expect them!
But, do expect a harder game with a bit more bite to it. I mean, no cutesy-ness, but some blood and gruesomeness instead. The
hidden object scenes are basic, not interactive, but not easy either. Some are silhouettes, and I discovered it's easier to drag the
shadow to the object, not to click. You need the hint! It is not always terribly helpful, so plan on revisiting scenes to look for
more HOS etc.. Hard Dry Camel flomp. What an enjoyable game! Harder than many of the big developer's hidden object
games. I don't know why it's called a "Collector's Edition," and if I had paid more I would have been upset by the lack of
anything "collector edition" related. No bonus play, no strategy guide, no map, no collectibles, no achievements. so don't expect
them! But, do expect a harder game with a bit more bite to it. I mean, no cutesy-ness, but some blood and gruesomeness instead.
The hidden object scenes are basic, not interactive, but not easy either. Some are silhouettes, and I discovered it's easier to drag
the shadow to the object, not to click. You need the hint! It is not always terribly helpful, so plan on revisiting scenes to look for
more HOS etc.
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